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KEY LEVELS
Support 1 : 10750
Support 2 : 10740
Resistance 1:10850
Resistance 2 : 10880

Value % Change

SGX NIFTY

10,725.00

-0.33%

NIKKIE

28,214.00

-0.50%

HANG SENG

28,564.00

-1.36%

Sensex
Nifty

35,470.00
10,762.00

-0.61%
-0.55%

DOW
NASDAQ

24,253.00
7,532.00

-1.33%
-2.09%

CAC

5,284.00

-1.92%

DAX

12,270.00

-2.46%

FTSE

7,509.00

-2.24%

19,039.00

-0.68%

Yesterday Closing Market

Event Today
Bonus issue
AVANTI 1:2
EX-Date:26 Jun 2018

Dividend
FCH Rs. 2.8
EX-Date:26 Jun 2018

Stock Split
CONCOR Rs.10 - Rs.5
AVANTI Rs.2 - Rs.1
EX-Date:26 Jun 2018

Result
ARAMBHAN

Market Outlook
Monday, Nifty opened around 10822,
made a high of 10831, then after making
a low of 10753 closed around 10762(-59),
however entire day trading range was 69
points. On sectoral front IT traded
positive where as rest of the indices were
in negative.
Bulls have been left bruised due to the
ongoing negative sentiment across Asia
after the US treasury department
announced its decision to scrutinise
Chinese investment. This news hit
domestic market in post lunch sessions
and Nifty dragged down around half
percent, in line with our negative bias
view for the day. We expect nifty to trade
in a range of 10700 and 10900 as Nifty
monthly expiry is due on current
Thursday.
However, key resistances are around
10850-10880 and immediate supports
are seen around 10750-10740.
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% Change in 1 day

Commodity Price ( Yesterday Closing )
Commodity/Currencies

Value % Change

GOLD
SILVER
CRUDEOIL
NATURALGAS
RS./DOLLAR
RS./EURO
RS./POUND

30657.00
39645.00
74.70

0.15%
-0.38%
0.20%

199.50

-0.50%

68.12

0.44%
0.81%
0.34%

79.59
90.39

% Change in 1 day

Institutional Turnover
FII
Investor
25-Jun-18
Jun-18
2018

Buy(Cr.)

Sale(Cr.)

Net(Cr.)

4151

3952

199

84963

93633

(8670)

652921

684717

(31796)

Sale(Cr.)

Net(Cr.)

DII
Investor
25-Jun-18
Jun-18
2018

Buy(Cr.)
2867

2954

(86)

61062

49944

11118

473420

413678

59742

Quote of the Day : "There are two great days in a person's life - the day we are born and the day we
discover why."

IEA Snapshot
NIIT TECH

"Book Profit"

26th June 2018

NIIT Tech delivered good set of numbers in 4QFY18 with revenue grew 4% QOQ mainly led by strong growth in Insurance vertical and Manufacturing
vertical which grew 12% /4% QOQ (Led by GIS which grew 30% QOQ ). EBITDA margin expanded by 90bps (excluding hedge gains in revenues) to 17.1%. The
company is showing steady improvement in adjusted EBIDTA margin over the past three consecutive quarters.Going forward, we expect NIITTECH to
perform better on the back of Strong deal pipeline and wins with Digital segment. Even the management expects double digit growth in revenue on an
organic basis in CC terms owing to a healthy order book attained in FY18 and deal win. We expect revenue CAGR of 11% and earnings at a CAGR of 13% over
FY18-20.However, with the stretch in valuation, we do not see much upside in near term , we recommend Book Profit at the current level of Rs 1097 .

HIND ZINC

"NEUTRAL"

25th June 2018

Hind zinc Posted good set of numbers in 4QFY18 led by strong growth in Silver volume (up 29% QoQ and 22% YoY) and lower CoP of Zinc (-10%).
Volume growth in FY19 is expected to remain muted as company migrates from Open Cast mines to Under Ground mines and ramping up UG mines would
limit volume growth in FY19. Going ahead we expect volume CAGR of 18%/8%/2% for Silver/Zinc/Lead and Revenue/PAT CAGR of 11%/9% over FY18-20e.
Though, we are positive on Hindustan Zinc led by its integrated business model, increased focus on silver production and healthy balance sheet. However,
we believe all the positives are factored in at current price. We value the stock at Rs.305 (7.6x FY20e EV/Ebitda) and are NEUTRAL.

*For details, refer to our daily report- India Equity Analytics

Top News
 Piramal Enterprises to sell arm Piramal Imaging to Alliance Medical Acquisitionco.

 Fortis Healthcare board meeting to consider Q4 results adjourned on June 25; to be re-convened on June 26, 2018.
 Bank of Baroda plans to raise Rs 6,000 crore.

 Karur Vysya Bank to raise up to Rs 1,200 crore via securities.
 HDFC, Kotak deny eyeing stake in PNB Housing Finance.

 Gujarat NRE Coke to seek stakeholders nod on revival plan.
 PNB fraud: ED moves court seeking extradition of Nirav Modi.

 Zuari Agro board gives nod to raise funds up to Rs 500 crore.
 United Spirits acquires 26% stake in HipBar.

 Bajaj Auto to set up assembly unit in Indonesia this year.
 Jet Airways planned to buy additional 75 Boeing 737 Max jets.

 Hero MotoCorp expects double-digit growth for global biz in FY'19.
 NHPC has signed power purchase agreement with UP Power Corporation, Lucknow.

 Blue Star has allotted 15,800 shares under ESOP scheme..
 Grasim: Jaya Shree textiles declares lock-out at rishra plant effective June 25.
 Hero Cycles plans to Rs.250 crs investment for punjab factory.
 Base metal trade negative on trade war worries.
 Dr. Reddy's loses patent case with Eli Lilly over Alimta.
 Exide indurtries to acquire Tudor's factory in gujrat.

Strategy Note- OPEC Meeting Update – 23rd June 2018

Key Outcome:
 OPEC and a group of non-OPEC countries agreed on Saturday that they would return to 100 percent
compliance with previously agreed oil output cuts of 1.8 mbpd (OPEC 1.2 mbpd and non OPEC countries 0.6
mbpd in December 2016), after months of underproduction by OPEC countries including Venezuela and
Angola (Cut had become almost 2.8 mbpd in recent months). Saudi Energy Minister Khalid al-Falih said OPEC
and non-OPEC combined would pump roughly an extra 1 million barrels per day (bpd) in coming months,
equal to 1 percent of global supply.
 Argument by Saudi- Saudi Energy Minister Khalid al-Falih said this implied an indirect reallocation of extra
production from countries unable to produce more oil to those, such as his own and the other Gulf OPEC
members, which are able to do so.
 Venezuela has been pumping more than 500,000 barrels per day below its OPEC target because of natural
declines in its oil output.
 Iran counters- Iran said that extra production will be only be the country that has under produced in the
past, So Saudi Arabia can produce only 100,000 bpd more. Iran also said max 500,000 bpd can come extra.
 As part of Saturday's deal, Russia plans to increase its output by 200,000 bpd.
 Also an audit has found that Saudi Arabia has even more oil in the ground than previously estimated.
 Mr. Falih also suggested that traders, who pushed up oil prices sharply on Friday after the OPEC decision,
may have underestimated the major producers’ determination to act.
 Saudi Arabia says it has two million barrels in spare capacity, well over what is needed. Analysts estimate
that Russia could increase production by 400,000 barrels a day. Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates could
also add more oil.
Our View:
 Saudi stand against traders who pushed up oil prices sharply on Friday appear firm. If Iran resistance does
not become serious than OIL bulls need to subside their expectation. Another angle is if China stops
importing crude from US as part of their trade war then that 25,000 bpd will seek fresh market.
 Also important is to remember how WTI behaved post Dec 2016 OPEC cut in production. After spiking to
$54, crude had fallen back to $ 45 over next 4 months before rallying. A reverse of the same would be high
probability case now.
 Also in the medium term, next OPEC meet in December would be the key as the current decision is
applicable till end 2018 only.
 It appears consensus that everyone including OIL producers and consumers want WTI to trade around $60$65 per barrel. (In a recent interview HPCL management suggested that they feel comfortable at $60 per
barrel). And never in the history, was it so happily balanced market.
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NAGREEKCAP
NAGREEKCAP
OSWALSEEDS
MAHICKRA
KEERTI
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Client Name
RIKHIL MANUBHAI JARIWALA
AMBADI INVESTMENTS LIMITED
RIKHIL MANUBHAI JARIWALA
ENAM SECURITIES PRIVATE LIMITED
BP FINTRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
BP FINTRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
NIRAJ LAHERCHAND MODI
MYSTIQUE MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED .
GIRDHAR TRANSPORT COMPANY
GIRDHAR TRANSPORT COMPANY
AANAL PAVANKUMAR AGRAWAL
SUNITADEVI HARISHKUMAR BHANSALI
HEMALI JAYESH DAWDA
AKSHAY J. DOSHI HUF
GANESH BAHETI HUF
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BUY
SELL
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1173374
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26000
16000
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16
16
16
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28
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NSE Sectoral Indices Performance

Result Calendar Q4FY18
BSE Code
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Date

539403
539207
532623
514360
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514197
513303
519287
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507450
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541303
535693
541302
531819

ARAMBHAN
MANPASAND
NRINTER
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RBGUPTA
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THIRUSUGAR
TRADWIN
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AKSHAR
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NUWAY
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29-Jun-18
29-Jun-18
29-Jun-18
29-Jun-18
29-Jun-18
30-Jun-18
30-Jun-18
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Economic Calendar
Country

US

UK/EURO ZONE

INDIA

Monday 25th June 18

Tuesday
26th June 18

Wednesday
27th June 18

Thursday
28th June 18

New Home Sales
(MoM) (May),

CB Consumer
Confidence (Jun),
API Weekly Crude
Oil Stock

Core Durable Goods
Orders (MoM) (May),
Pending Home Sales
(MoM) (May), Crude
Oil Inventories

GDP (QoQ) (Q1), Initial
Jobless Claims

Nationwide HPI (YoY), ECB
BoE Financial Stability
BoE MPC Member
Economic Bulletin, EU
ECB's Coeure Speaks,
Report, BoE Gov
McCafferty Speaks
Leaders Summit, BoE MPC
Carney Speaks,
Member Haldane Speaks

Friday
29th June 18

EU Leaders Summit,
CPI (YoY) (Jun), GDP
(YoY) (Q1), Current
Account
(Q1),Business
Investment (QoQ)
(Q1)
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